Project:
Jabi Lake Mall Game Store
Location:
Abuja, Nigeria

Flooring solution for game store
Jabi Lake Mall game store - Abuja, Nigeria

Project completed:
2015
Owner/s:
Laurus
Applicator/Contractor:
Cretech Global/Bouygues
Scope of project:
Approx. 1000 m²
Market sector:
Performance Flooring
Products used & amounts:
Ucrete MF
MasterSeal® 470

Our reference in Abuja (Nigeria): Jabi Lake Mall game store

The background
The new shopping mall and recreation center
which is the current largest mall space in
Nigeria required the installation of a flooring
system for the Game store with a seamless
matt finish.
Having neighbors like Shoprite and other
major supermarkets and stores, it is
necessary to provide a system that would
portray the image of the client.

Contact
BASF Construction Chemicals UAE LLC
Tel : +971 4-8090800, Fax : +971 4-8851002
www.master-builders-solutions.basf.ae

The challenge



3,600m2 to be completed within 2
weeks.
High temperatures ranging between
+32ºC and +36ºC.

Flooring solution for game store
Jabi Lake Mall game store- Abuja, Nigeria

Our reference in Abuja (Nigeria): Jabi Lake Mall game store

Our solution
BASF proposed the Ucrete MF flooring system to match the
specification requirements and meet the fast track application
program. MasterSeal 470 was also used for the expansion and
construction joints.
A specialized flooring applicator was introduced by BASF to
reduce application issues and thereby reduce project completion
delays

Projects facts at a glance





BASF provided comprehensive technical advice and
economical solutions to achieve the required
performance.
Excellent support and guidance from BASF’s Technical
Services team, including on-site inspection and periodic
quality assessments to ensure application was being
carried out correctly.
Meeting the project deadlines through night shift
presence and conducting continuous laboratory tests by
BASF’s research and development team.

The customer’s benefit



Being able to comply with complicated specifications.
Providing a single manufacturer solution of flooring and
Sealant.

Master Builders Solutions from BASF
The Master Builders Solutions brand expresses BASF’s
expertise in providing customized chemical solutions for new
construction, maintenance, repair and restoration of structures.
Master Builders Solutions is built on the experience gained from
more than a century in the construction industry. At the core of
the Master Builders Solutions brand is the combined know-how
and experience of a global community of BASF construction
experts, who connect with you to solve all of your construction
challenges.
Further information is available at:
www.africa.master-builders-solutions.basf.com

